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This week, Hacking HealthcareTM  takes a look at the 2024-2030 Federal Health IT Strategic Plan to

examine where federal health IT initiatives may be headed in the coming years. We summarize the

report’s contents and then break down some useful takeaways for healthcare entities operating in the

United States. 

Welcome back to Hacking HealthcareTM. 

 U.S. Federal Health IT Strategic Plan 2024-2030

The successor to the O�ce of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology’s 2020-

2025 Federal Health IT Strategic Plan is here — almost. On March 27, ONC published its draft of the 2024-

2030 Federal Health IT Strategic Plan for public comment.[i] Let’s dig into what this document is, how it

may impact Health-ISAC members, and what Health-ISAC members can do to engage with it.

What Is the Federal Health IT Strategic Plan?

In HHS’ own words, the “draft plan is a comprehensive and strategic effort developed by ONC in

collaboration with more than 25 federal organizations,” and it is used by federal government

organizations to prioritize resources, align and coordinate efforts, benchmark and assess progress, and

signal priorities to industry.[ii] This most recent draft builds on the progress made under the previous

iteration.

Why Should I Care?

The document’s primary value to Health-ISAC members is to signal U.S. federal government priorities to

industry. The goals and objectives within the document help to emphasize where the federal government

is likely to explore new rules and regulations, what health IT issues they are concerned about, and what

efforts and initiatives they may look to develop over the next �ve years. While not overly detailed, it can

help private sector organizations understand where the federal government is and isn’t looking to engage,

and where policy gaps might need to be �lled by industry.  

What Is in It?

The document is split into an explanation of its four overarching goals:

1. Promote health and wellness

2. Enhance the delivery and experience of care



3. Accelerate research and innovation

4. Connect the health system with health data

Each of these is broken down into a series of three to �ve objectives, with each objective having its own

page detailing some of the speci�c strategies and federal government intentions to achieve it. While the

goals and objectives remain at a high level and lack speci�c implementation plans, they do provide a

useful picture of priorities and likely lines of effort.

Issues touched on include:

National and international health information-sharing standards

Promotion of the Health Care Cybersecurity Performance Goals

The safe and responsible use of arti�cial intelligence (AI) in healthcare settings

Telehealth expansion

The development of a safe and secure healthcare application market

Educating patients on cybersecurity hygiene

International collaboration on health IT standards, cybersecurity, and electronic health

information (EHI) sharing

Below, we’ll take a closer look at the bigger takeaways from the draft document and focus on places

where Health-ISAC membership may wish to engage.

Action & Analysis 

*Included with Health-ISAC Membership*

Upcoming International Hearings/Meetings

EU

1. No relevant meetings at this time

US

1. No relevant meetings at this time

Rest of World

1. No relevant meetings at this time

 

[i] https://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/health-it/setting-our-sights-toward-a-healthier-more-innovative-

data-driven-future

[ii] https://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/health-it/setting-our-sights-toward-a-healthier-more-innovative-

data-driven-future

[iii] https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/�les/fy-2025-budget-in-brief.pdf

[iv] https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/�les/page/2024-03/Draft_2024-

2030_Federal_Health_IT_Strategic_%20Plan.pdf
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[v] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQUPfmxQhzI

[vi] https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/�les/page/2024-03/Draft_2024-

2030_Federal_Health_IT_Strategic_%20Plan.pdf

[vii] https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/�les/page/2024-03/Draft_2024-

2030_Federal_Health_IT_Strategic_%20Plan.pdf
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Conferences, Webinars, and Summits:

https://h-isac.org/events/ 

Hacking Healthcare :

Hacking Healthcare is co-written by John Banghart and Tim McGiff.

John Banghart has served as a primary advisor on cybersecurity incidents and preparedness and led the National

Security Council s efforts to address signi�cant cybersecurity incidents, including those at OPM and the White
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Access the Health-ISAC Intelligence Portal:

Enhance your personalized information-sharing community with improved threat visibility, alert noti�cations, and

incident sharing in a trusted environment delivered to you via email and mobile apps. Contact membership@h-

isac.org for access to Cyware.

For Questions or Comments:

Please email us at toc@h-isac.org

House. John is currently the Senior Director of Cybersecurity Services at Venable. His background includes serving

as the National Security Council s Director for Federal Cybersecurity, as Senior Cybersecurity Advisor for the

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, as a cybersecurity researcher and policy expert at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and in the O�ce of the Undersecretary of Commerce for Standards

and Technology.

Tim McGiff is currently a Cybersecurity Services Program Manager at Venable, where he coordinates the Health-

ISAC s annual Hobby Exercise and provides legal and regulatory updates for the Health-ISAC s monthly Threat

Brie�ng.

 

John can be reached at jbanghart@h-isac.org and jfbanghart@venable.com.

Tim can be reached at tmcgiff@venable.com.
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